U.S.S. Gryphon  NCC-42101
Mission Transcript
Stardate 9910.03

Host Blanca says:
Mission Summary: The U.S.S. Gryphon is still orbiting Antera IV, after having sustained heavy damage to its hull. The reason for the damage is still unknown, although the magnetic field from the planet is believed to be the cause.
The group of scientists the Gryphon was to rescue is still on the planet's surface.
Host Blanca says:
<<<<<<<<<RESUME GRYPHON MISSION>>>>>>>>>
XOMorgan says:
::sitting on bridge in the BIG chair::
COspencer says:
::moves out of her Ready Room: XO: Has all crew reported in on the damaged decks and the estimated time of fixing them?
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::On planet surface, sitting on a rock, waiting for anything to happen::
CIV_Ian says:
::Ian and Tesla are in their quarters, recovering after the stressful AT mission... getting shot at!!! Can you imagine it????::
OPSBrooks says:
::is at OPS work on some scans::
XOMorgan says:
CO:  All crew accounted for, I'm still waiting for the repair estimate.
CSO_Randy says:
:: starts to check sensors, looks over the Bridge crew and back to the console::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::On planet going through some of her equipment::
CNS_Cook says:
::hurries to the TL to meet the captain::
COspencer says:
XO: That will be fine Morgan. I am meeting the CNS in the transporter room along with the security team
XOMorgan says:
CO:  Aye, sir.   Please be careful.
CSO_Randy says:
:: checks scans on the damage to the ship and analyzes the results::
CMO_Loren says:
*XO* We are finishing up here.  No further serious problems.
COspencer says:
XO: I will.. ::smiles   *CNS* Are you about ready Mr. Cook?
CNS_Cook says:
::enters the transporter room::
CMO_Loren says:
*CO* Do you want a doctor on the AT?
CNS_Cook says:
*CO* Yes, I am waiting in the transporter room
XOMorgan says:
*CMO*:  Acknowledged.  Care to go on a trip and keep an eye on the Captain?
COspencer says:
*CMO* : Loren yes please have them meet me in transporter one ASAP
CMO_Loren says:
*XO* Yes, I would like to do so.
COspencer says:
*CNS*: On my way Cook.. ::Stepping out of the TL::
CMO_Loren says:
:: leaves Dr. Collins in charge of sick bay::
XOMorgan says:
::looks over and grins at CO:: CO:  Not that I think you really need one mind you.
CSO_Randy says:
:: scans the planet again, finds usual magnetic field and then looks over the results of the scans on the ship::
CMO_Loren says:
:: goes to TL ::
COspencer says:
::as the door closes:: XO: Thanks   TL: TR one
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Studies his phaser rifle for a moment::
CMO_Loren says:
:: goes to TR1::
CMO_Loren says:
:: shoulders medkit and picks up a weapon ::
COspencer says:
::Moves and waits at the door as the TL zips along, it opens and she steps out::
CIV_Ian says:
::goes to Astrophysics lab 2, Tesla tagging along... time to try and make adjustments to the sensors, maybe we can get rid of this pesky interference::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::gets up and walks over to Martin and stands looking out at the horizon next to him::
XOMorgan says:
OPS:  I need someone to coordinate repair on deck 4 while the CE works on the Warp core.   Please proceed to deck four and keep me informed.
COspencer says:
::Moves in to the transporter room and nods at the transporter chief::
CSO_Randy says:
::looks back the other bridge crew, then back to the results of the scans::
CMO_Loren says:
:: Dr. Collins finishes last work on last  patient::
CNS_Cook says:
CO:  Captain
OPSBrooks says:
XO: yes sir
CMO_Loren says:
:: steps on to transporter pad::
XOMorgan says:
CSO:  What is the current state of sensors?
COspencer says:
CNS: Cook.. ::brief smile:: Are we ready? ::looks around::  CMO: I see you are.. ::steps up as well::
OPSBrooks says:
::heads to TL::
CMO_Loren says:
CO: Yes, ma'am.
CIV_Ian says:
::Starts making adjustments to various sensor parameters...  maybe adjusting the resonance frequency and the graviton density will help...::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Glances up at Diane:: Lazor: Keeping busy?
CNS_Cook says:
::steps up on the transporter pad:: CO: I am
COspencer says:
Transporter chief: ready when you are
CMO_Loren says:
:: adjusts a tricorder to record for arachnid lifeforms::
Host Blanca says:
ACTION: The AT is beamed to the surface of the planet, just off the settlement.
Dr_Lazor says:
@Dr. Lazar:  Hmmm?
OPSBrooks says:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 4
CMO_Loren says:
:: materializes on planet::
COspencer says:
@::blinks in the light::
XOMorgan says:
*CIV*:  Dr McMurdo, are you having any luck tuning out the interference from the planet?
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Looks at her:: Lazor: Anything wrong, you seem distracted.
CMO_Loren says:
@:: begins scanning for lifeforms::
CNS_Cook says:
@:: pulls out tricorder and begins scanning area::
COspencer says:
@CNS/CMO: Let's see if we can find the scientists
CMO_Loren says:
@:: nods to CO::
Host Blanca says:
Scenery: The Sun has started to get hidden past the mountains... the butterflies always present around the settlement.
CIV_Ian says:
::Hmmmm, resonance frequency seems to have helped, but adjusting graviton density is not doing anything::
CNS_Cook says:
@CO: ok
Dr_Lazor says:
@Dr. Lazor:  Sorry.  Just thinking...
CMO_Loren says:
@:: looks at butterflies, records them ::
CIV_Ian says:
*XO* I am having some success, CDR... I anticipate that we should be able to break through the interference shortly
COspencer says:
@:;starts to walk toward the settlement:: CMO: Very lovely Loren..  ::admires the view as she walks::
Dr_Balza says:
@ <Dr. Vince> ::Walks up to Lazor and Balza, holding tricorder:: Both: I just registered a beam down, we have visitors.
OPSBrooks says:
::TL stops on deck 4 as I walk out of the TL::
XOMorgan says:
*CIV*:  Thank you Doctor, please keep me informed.
CMO_Loren says:
@CO: Yes, captain, they are.
Dr_Lazor says:
@Dr. Vince:  Visitors?
CSO_Randy says:
:: makes final analysis of the sensors.. and uplinks it to his PADD ::
CNS_Cook says:
@::opens up his mind so he can sense the scientists::
COspencer says:
@::turns to security::  Keep your wits about you and lower those phasers.. ::frowns at them::
Dr_Balza says:
@ <Dr. Vince> Lazor: I think they're from the Gryphon, again.
CIV_Ian says:
::tries adjusting the quantum detector heterodyning frequency::  *XO*  Of course, CDR
CNS_Cook says:
@::follows the captain::
XOMorgan says:
CSO:  Please keep track of the Away Team and see if you can coordinate with Dr. McMurdo in Astro Lab 2 to get through the interference.
OPSBrooks says:
::starts to coordinate repair team for deck 4::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Sighs, and stands up, brushing himself off:: Lazor: Well, we might as well go visit them.
CMO_Loren says:
@: : finetunes tricorder, adjusting to buttterflies.  Perhaps the archarnid lifeforms have a similar structure::
Dr_Lazor says:
@Dr. Balza: They are back...  ::sighs::
CIV_Ian says:
::hmm this seems to be working....  maybe a frequency of 304.25 GHz::
CMO_Loren says:
@~CNS: I believe we have been detected ~
CSO_Randy says:
:: looks closely at the PADD and turns to the XO:: XO: Sir.. there seems to be a problem with the sensors.. I want to go down to the pallets and check them by hand.  Is that okay Sir?
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Walks down a path, toward the Away Team's location::
CNS_Cook says:
@~I think you are right~
CIV_Ian says:
Computer: Download sensor profile from this console...  prepare to activate and apply to lateral sensor arrays on my command.
XOMorgan says:
::looks over at CSO and nods::  CSO:  That will be fine.
COspencer says:
@COM XO: Morgan contact the Dr and see if he can meet us.. we are about 50 yards from the settlement
CSO_Randy says:
XO: Thank you sir.
CIV_Ian says:
<Computer>: Ready... awaiting command.
CMO_Loren says:
@~CNS: Shall we prepare for hostility?~
OPSBrooks says:
::starts to help out with the repairs:: *XO* repairs are underway sir
CIV_Ian says:
:;Decides to head to bridge to try it out from there::
XOMorgan says:
COM: CO:  Aye sir.
Dr_Lazor says:
@::follows reluctantly::
CIV_Ian says:
::out of lab and into TL::
COspencer says:
@CNS: Getting any "feelings" Cook?
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Looks at tricorder, sighs as they are somewhat far off, and doesn't like walking far::
CNS_Cook says:
@~I don't think so, they don't seem too hostile at the moment~
CIV_Ian says:
::exits TL to bridge::
CMO_Loren says:
@~ That would be my feeling as well. Thank you. ~
COspencer says:
@CNS: Wait I think I see them..
Dr_Lazor says:
@Dr. Balza:  They could always come to us
CSO_Randy says:
:: walks toward the TL while looking at the PADD almost runs into the wall,  then enters TL:: TL:  Deck 7.
XOMorgan says:
COM:  Dr. Lazor:  This is Cmdr. Morgan of the Gryphon.  Our Captain wishes to talk to you. Please respond.
CIV_Ian says:
XO: I think I have managed to overcome the sensor interference... I am about to activate the sensor profile here, with your and the CSO's permission?
Dr_Lazor says:
@::looks at Balza::  Dr. Balza:  Why do they wish to speak with me?
XOMorgan says:
*CIV*:  Proceed Doctor.
CMO_Loren says:
@:: tries universal translator::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Glances at her:: Lazor: They have possibly mistaken you for the one in charge, let me respond...
CSO_Randy says:
:: while in the TL studies the PADD and exits TL, and heads to the Sensor Pallet Arrays ::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::nods::
CNS_Cook says:
@::tries to see if he can feel anything from the scientists::
CMO_Loren says:
@~CNS: I am picking up nothing from the arachnids~
Dr_Balza says:
@ COM: Gryphon: Commander, this is Doctor Balza of the scientific group. We are currently en route to meet your captain, thank you, though.
CSO_Randy says:
:: stops and realizes he has no tools and re-enters the TL:: TL: Main Engineering..
CIV_Ian says:
XO: Okie dokie... ::moves to Science I::
CNS_Cook says:
@CMO:~~~~Me niether~~~~
COspencer says:
@::spots the group coming towards them:: CMO/CNS: here we go boys.. smile..
CMO_Loren says:
@CO: There is no sign of the arachnids anywhere.
XOMorgan says:
::gives CIV a look but decides its not worth it so ignores it::
CNS_Cook says:
@CO: I well here they come ::smiles::
OPSBrooks says:
::continues to work on the repairs::
CMO_Loren says:
@CO: Butterflies are as they appear to be.  Not sentient.
CIV_Ian says:
CSO: I am about to alter the sensor profile for the lateral arrays...  this should defeat the interference
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Slightly smiles:: CO: The Gryphon's Commanding Officer I presume?
CSO_Randy says:
:: Exits TL, continues to ME and stops an Engineer and asks for a toolkit::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::looks at the Gryphon crew with a serious face::
COspencer says:
@CMO: thank you Loren.. I am glad of that..     Dr. Balza: Yes.. and you must be Dr. Balza ::holds out her hand::
CNS_Cook says:
@CMO:~~~~I don't think they are happy to see us~~~~
XOMorgan says:
*OPS*:  How are those repairs coming?
CMO_Loren says:
@~CNS: agreed.  What are they hiding?~
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Pauses before taking the Captain's hand:: CO: Please to meet you, er... ::Does not know her name::
COspencer says:
@ Dr. Balza: I am sorry  that this all seems so rushed to you..   ::sees his pause:: Dr. Balza: Spencer, August Spencer
OPSBrooks says:
*XO* repairs are going fine right now... no problems sir
CMO_Loren says:
@Dr. Balza: I am a doctor.  Do you need any medical assistance?
CNS_Cook says:
@::tries to prob the scientist minds with out letting him know I am taking a peak::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Looks at the CMO:: CMO: No, we are perfectly fine, thank you.
CSO_Randy says:
<EO> CSO: Just a minute please..
COspencer says:
@Dr. Balza: Have you gotten your crew together for transport onto the Gryphon?
CIV_Ian says:
Computer: Activate sensor profile McMurdo 07
XOMorgan says:
*OPS*:  Very good.  See if you can speed things along.  I'd like to be able to leave orbit when the Captain returns.
CMO_Loren says:
@:: nods to Balza::
Dr_Balza says:
@ CO: We have most of our belongings prepared... we are almost ready, though.
OPSBrooks says:
*XO* yes sir
TO_Turner says:
@::Watches CO and looks for threats::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::quietly listens wondering where things will go this time::
Dr_Balza says:
@ CO: Oh, and Captain... ::Gestures to the female Doctor besides him:: This is Doctor Diane Lazor, just to let you know.
CMO_Loren says:
@~CNS: I don't think they are going to leave willingly.~
OPSBrooks says:
::tells the group to hurry up on their task at hand::
XOMorgan says:
::gets up and walks forward to the flight control station and looks over the controls, and gets a nasty look from the CPO on duty::
CIV_Ian says:
<Computer> CIV:Sensor profile McMurdo 07 active
CSO_Randy says:
:: remembers the CIV's notification:: *CIV*: Okay thanks CSO out.
CMO_Loren says:
@Dr. Lazor: I have heard of you.  I am pleased to meet you.
CNS_Cook says:
@CMO:~they are going along with this to easy, they are hiding something I just cant figure it out~
COspencer says:
@Dr. Lazor: Glad to meet you Dr... I hope we can accommodate you and your people
CIV_Ian says:
::moves to sensor readouts, Tesla climbs up on his shoulder so he can see too::
Dr_Lazor says:
@CMO:  Thank you.
Dr_Balza says:
@ CO: And I hope that this world is left alone. ::Somewhat coldly::
COspencer says:
@::as they walk she notes the unhappy looks on some of their faces::
CSO_Randy says:
<EO> :: hands Engineers toolkit to CSO:: CSO: Here you are sir.
CIV_Ian says:
::runs a scan on the area of the planet near the AT and the settlement::
Dr_Lazor says:
@CO:  Captain, you can accommodate things by leaving them as they are.
CSO_Randy says:
EO: Thanks..  :: exits to TL::
XOMorgan says:
::gives CPO his 'I'm the XO and I can look at whatever I want stare', but still goes back to command seat and sits down, drums his fingers restlessly::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Walks along with the Captain and her away team toward the settlement::
COspencer says:
@Dr. Balza: This world will be left alone..  why do you think it may not?
CNS_Cook says:
@::notices the look of his face and his cold tone of Dr Balza::
Dr_Balza says:
@ CO: I want to be entirely sure.
Dr_Lazor says:
@::looks at Balza::
XOMorgan says:
::hopes things are running smoothly for the Captain::
CIV_Ian says:
XO: I have managed to adjust the sensors... they are now clear of interference
CSO_Randy says:
:: enters TL:: TL: Deck 7..
CMO_Loren says:
@:: stays back a step, prepared for trouble::
COspencer says:
@Dr. Balza & Lazor: I have no intention of doing anything but getting you and your people off of this planet. You have my word on it.. ::serious look::
CIV_Ian says:
XO: Scanning the planet...
XOMorgan says:
::looks up:: CIV:  Excellent. ::gets up and moves to the science station::
Dr_Balza says:
@ CO: Oh, I believe you Captain. I am not too sure of the rest of Starfleet though...
CNS_Cook says:
@CMO:~I wonder what he meant by that~
COspencer says:
@Dr. Balza: I will send in my full report.. breaking the prime Directive will not be done.. we will leave and the planet will be safe from us
CSO_Randy says:
:: carries Toolkit and PADD and enters Pallet Array 02::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Smiles:: CO: Thank you, Captain.
XOMorgan says:
CIV:  Well, what have we got?
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Arrives in settlement with the Away Team, and watches as Doctors hurry around, packing everything up::
CSO_Randy says:
:: goes to the service console and checks the systems::
OPSBrooks says:
*XO* Sir The repairs are almost done
Dr_Lazor says:
@::looks Martin to see if he really believes this::
CMO_Loren says:
@~CNS: Still not picking up any arachnid lifeforms~
COspencer says:
@Dr. Balza: You are welcome.. is there anything we can do while we are down here.. I have brought my Chief Medical Officer.. anything at all you need? ::not sure of leaving them yet::
CSO_Randy says:
:: stops and scratches his head and checks the systems again::
XOMorgan says:
*OPS*:  Good job.  Let me know when things are finished.
OPSBrooks says:
*XO* Yes sir.
Dr_Balza says:
@ CO: No, Captain. As you'll find it peculiar, we have managed to stay somewhat healthy, and safe, in the past few years.
CIV_Ian says:
XO: I am detecting a significant number of non-humanoid life signs...
CMO_Loren says:
@Balza: Dr. Balza, it is illogical that your team has sustained no injuries or ill health of any kind. :: raises eyebrow::
COspencer says:
@::turns to her TO:: TO: Help get them ready.. have all the supplies they are bringing back to the ship transported on their command
Dr_Lazor says:
@::feels slightly insulted::  CO/CMO:  We have managed fine thank you.
XOMorgan says:
::thinks that is reasonable:: CIV: Can you get better resolution?
CIV_Ian says:
XO: Mostly subterranean...  there is a sizeable amount of subsurface construction
Dr_Balza says:
@ CMO: We have been here for little over 2 years... they have sustained "ill health" and "injuries," just not of late.
XOMorgan says:
CIV:  The arachnids?
CNS_Cook says:
CMO:~I still think you should have a look at them before allowing them on board, and we should also have a look at what they are taking aboard~
COspencer says:
@Dr. Balza: I do not find it peculiar at all.. You are after all a science team.. I find you all feel glad about returning to us?
CMO_Loren says:
@Balza:  Commendable, doctor.
CIV_Ian says:
XO: I will attempt to do so... perhaps the CSO can make further direct adjustments at the pallets, themselves
OPSBrooks says:
:: finishes up the last touch of repairs:: *XO* Sir the repairs are finished. Everything is in working order now sir.
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Looks around:: CO: I will have to say that I shall miss this world... studying it was quite exciting for me... but there are many who wish to visit their families, as do I.
CSO_Randy says:
:: smiles :: *CIV*: I've got sensors at 95% now.. Going to check further.. Please notify the XO.. CSO out.
CIV_Ian says:
XO: Alien bio-structure and readings are consistent with the appellation, arachnid... though they are not related to earth spiders
XOMorgan says:
*OPS*:  Excellent. Return to the bridge.
CMO_Loren says:
@CO: Regulations do require that I give them routine examinations before allowing them on board the Gryphon, Ma'am
CIV_Ian says:
*CSO* Thank you, CSO... I will inform the XO
OPSBrooks says:
*XO* on my way now sir....::walks to the TL looking like she has been working hard::
CIV_Ian says:
XO: Sensor resolution now at 95%...  continuing to scan
COspencer says:
@CMO: Of course Loren, and I know they understand ::gives Drs. Balza & Lazor  a look to say.. humor us please::
XOMorgan says:
CIV:  Something has been nagging at my mind, Doctor.  Are you picking up any butterflies?
XOMorgan says:
::nods acknowledgement of the sensor status::
CMO_Loren says:
@~CNS: That should take care of any doubts we may have.~
CIV_Ian says:
XO: Butterflies?   I am not scanning for them and their bio-signature would be quite small... however, I will attempt to do so
COspencer says:
@<TO>:: does what the CO asks::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::rolls her eyes at Martin and lightly nods to the captain::
Dr_Balza says:
@ CMO: Of course we should have medical examinations, we ARE complying here, Doctor.
XOMorgan says:
CIV:  If you can detect them, they are all over down there, see if they are at all related with the arachnids.
CNS_Cook says:
@CMO:~I didn't think Vulcans had doubts ::smiles to himselft~
CMO_Loren says:
@Balza: Thank you, doctor ::nods::
COspencer says:
@::smiles:: Dr. Lazor: Would you care to join myself and my XO for dinner tonight.. you and Dr. Balza?
OPSBrooks says:
::enter TL::TL: Bridge
CSO_Randy says:
:: looks over the systems again and opens toolkit and takes out tricorder and goes to Pallet 02-030 and scans it ::
XOMorgan says:
*CSO:  Can you fine tune the sensors for better resolution while you are down there?
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Glances at Lazor for her answer to the Captain::
CIV_Ian says:
XO: I can detect large concentrations of butterfly-like creatures... no significant anomalies.
CSO_Randy says:
*XO*: I will try to sir.
COspencer says:
@::wonders why the XO had been so worried.. they seem like mature responsible people and she sees no resistance at all::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::looks at Balza::
Dr_Balza says:
@ CO: We will be delighted, Captain.
CMO_Loren says:
@:: detecting large amounts of butterflies::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Glances at Lazor, wondering what is wrong with her::
CNS_Cook says:
@CMO:~I am not sensing any hostile thoughts but they are still making this to easy after being here 5 years~
OPSBrooks says:
::TL stops at the bridge. I walk onto the Bridge:: XO: sir I am back. ::has a soiled uniform on now::
XOMorgan says:
CIV:  Thank you doctor.
CIV_Ian says:
XO: Their behavior does not seem to be abnormal, no toxins detected in any dangerous concentration....  likelihood is 98% that they are exactly what they appear to be.
CSO_Randy says:
:: walks back to toolkit and takes out Calibration probe and goes back to Pallet 02-030 ::
COspencer says:
@Dr. Balza & Lazor: well then it is all arranged.. we have about an hour before we are ready to depart.. would you like for us to remain here and assist or would you rather be left alone to get things in order yourself?
CIV_Ian says:
XO: No problem-o
Dr_Lazor says:
@::shrugs at Balza, sorrow in her eyes::
CMO_Loren says:
@::detects sorrow of Lazor::
XOMorgan says:
::looks over at OPS:: OPS very good.  ::looks at uniform::  OPS:  If you would like you may change into a clean uniform.
Dr_Balza says:
@ CO: If you would like, you could help. ::Looks around:: Although we have nearly everything in order currently, there is not much else to do.
CSO_Randy says:
:: uses Calibration Probe on sensor Pallet 02-030, trying to fine tune it :: Self: Hmm..
OPSBrooks says:
XO: Thank you sir ::heads back to the TL::
CIV_Ian says:
Computer: lock on and track AT on surface... notify if any abnormal situations occur, using alert protocol 09
COspencer says:
@ Dr. Balza: well then I will let Loren take a quick look at all of you and we shall all beam up together.. alright?  ::looks at her CMO::
OPSBrooks says:
TL: Junior officers quarters.
CMO_Loren says:
@::nods to CO::
CIV_Ian says:
<Computer> CIV: Locked and tracking
Dr_Lazor says:
@CO:  I have a few more things to do.  If you will excuse me.
Dr_Balza says:
@ CO: Understood.
CNS_Cook says:
@CMO: would you like any help, it might give me a chance to remember some of the stuff my mom has been pounding into my head all these years
CMO_Loren says:
@Balza: Please prepare your people for routine medical examinations.
OPSBrooks says:
::TL stops on that deck. I walk out and head for my quarters::
COspencer says:
@Dr. Lazor: Yes of course       CNS: Cook come with me please.. ::makes a gesture and pretends to notice a small plant::  CNS: So what do you think?
CMO_Loren says:
@CNS: Yes.   I would like your assistance.
XOMorgan says:
::turns back to the Science station:: CIV:  Anything new Doc?
CSO_Randy says:
:: fine tunes sensor Pallet 02-030:: *CIV*: How does it look now?
CNS_Cook says:
@CO: Sure captain, the CMO can handle it
Dr_Lazor says:
@::nods at everyone and heads to her quarters, then off towards the hill::
CMO_Loren says:
@:: walks to settlement, begins scanning with bioscan::
OPSBrooks says:
::enters quarters and changes into another uniform::
CIV_Ian says:
*CSO* Resolution now 100%...  no significant data loss or abnormalities... good work
COspencer says:
@CNS: Did you get any resistance from them..  ::watches Lazor make her way up the hill::
CMO_Loren says:
@~CNS: This is odd.~
CSO_Randy says:
:: smiles greatly:: *CIV*: Okay.. I'm on my way back up..  I have to return the toolkit back to ME..
XOMorgan says:
CIV:  Any correlation of the arachnid scans with any known sentient races?
CNS_Cook says:
@CO: they don't really want to leave and they are really making this to easy I mean after 5 years I figured they would put up more of a fight
CMO_Loren says:
@:: uses bioscan on others::
CIV_Ian says:
*CSO* Okay
CSO_Randy says:
*CIV*: CSO out.
CMO_Loren says:
@~CNS: They are all fine. No viruses of any kind. ~
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Walks over to the CMO:: CMO: When shall you need us to be checked out?
COspencer says:
@CNS: Well they are adults.. and I am sure a part of them were glad to see us.. keep your ears open.. I do not want them to know we have doubts...
CNS_Cook says:
@CMO:~be carefully I don't fully trust them~ ::hopes he is not out of range::
CSO_Randy says:
:: replaces pallet panel and secures it.. then returns the Calibration Probe to the toolkit ::
OPSBrooks says:
::exits her quarters with a fresh uniform on::
CMO_Loren says:
@Balza: Now would be fine.  If I may? ::runs bioscan over Balza::
Dr_Balza says:
@ CMO: Go ahead.
CNS_Cook says:
@CO:  I will, don't worry, I am not sure what it is but I don't fully trust them
CSO_Randy says:
:: checks the Sensor Pallet console and smiles, then picks up toolkit and PADD and exits ::
CMO_Loren says:
@Balza: You are indeed in perfect health.  My compliments to your physician.
OPSBrooks says:
::enters the TL::TL bridge
COspencer says:
@::bends down to pick up a leaf that had flutter by her face::  CNS: It is a beautiful place.. I do not know if I would want to leave either..    ::nods at his words::
XOMorgan says:
::pulls up a ships status display and looks over contents::
CSO_Randy says:
:: enters TL with a smile: TL: Main Engineering.
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Nods:: CMO: One of the finest. ::Proud grin::
CSO_Randy says:
Self: That was quick..  I still wonder about the damages.  Hmm?
Dr_Lazor says:
@::dunking to enter a small cave meets with her friend to say a final good-bye and reassure him that things should be all right::
CSO_Randy says:
:: exits TL and heads to ME::
COspencer says:
@::holds her hand up for a second as she taps her badge::  COM XO: We are coming back with the science team..  I have made dinner plans for you Morgan.. ::smiles at the CNS:  XO: I think everything is alright.. just tension..
XOMorgan says:
::happy to see that Gryphon is spaceworthy again::
OPSBrooks says:
::TL doors open to the bridge:: XO: I am back sir
XOMorgan says:
COM: CO:  Glad to hear it sir.  We can leave orbit whenever you are ready.
CMO_Loren says:
@CO: They are all in perfect health.
CSO_Randy says:
:: walks up to EO and hands him the Toolkit:: EO: Here's the toolkit sir.  Thanks.  I've gotten the sensors back to 100% ::smiles ::
CMO_Loren says:
@Balza: I would like to meet your physician.
Dr_Balza says:
@ CMO: Sharon? Sure... come this way... ::Gestures for the CMO to follow::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::with tears held in check leaves the caves and her friends without looking back::
COspencer says:
@COM XO: As soon as we step aboard please make our way to the Star Base
CNSCook says:
@::smiles back::
CSO_Randy says:
<EO> Thanks sir. Good going.  :: shakes hand of CSO and takes toolkit::
COspencer says:
@::turns to CMO: Good Loren.. then I think we are all about ready yes?
CMO_Loren says:
@:: follows Balza to meet Sharon::
CSO_Randy says:
:: exits ME heading to  TL::
Dr_Balza says:
@ <Dr. Sharon> ::Angrily packing some of her belongings, as well as some beautiful crystals she collected::
XOMorgan says:
COM: CO:  Aye sir.  I wouldn't plan on getting there quickly though.  Warp 6 is our max, and then only for emergencies.
OPSBrooks says:
::returns to her station::
CSO_Randy says:
:: enters TL with a big smile :: TL: Main Bridge..
CNSCook says:
@CO: Morgan is going to love coming over from dinner ::smiles::
CMO_Loren says:
@:: sees Dr. Sharon::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Sees Sharon, and sighs for a moment:: Sharon: Sharon, over here please...
COspencer says:
@COM XO: I understand Morgan.. Spencer out. ::taps her out::
CMO_Loren says:
@Dr. Sharon:  You have done an extraordinary job, Doctor.
CSO_Randy says:
:: smiles and exits TL and sees OPS and smiles at her.  Then goes to Science station 1::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::arrives back at the colony and looks around for Michael.  Not seeing him looks for the Gryphon's CMO::
Dr_Balza says:
@ <Sharon> ::Walks over, ignoring the CMO's comment:: Who's he? ::Gestures to the CMO::
XOMorgan says:
::glad Captain and Away team are alright, but not so happy about leaving a mystery behind::  CIV:  Any idea further ideas on the arachnids and the sensor interference?
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Glances at the CMO:: Sharon: He's part of the Away Team from the Gryphon.
Dr_Balza says:
@ <Sharon> ::Forces a smile at the CMO:: CMO: Thanks for the compliment.
CMO_Loren says:
@Dr. Sharon:  You are welcome, doctor.
CSO_Randy says:
:: stops and looks at OPS Brooks with a smile, in a daze::
COspencer says:
@:;looks around the area hoping that not to much is left behind to show anyone was there, or who they were::
CIV_Ian says:
XO: The interference was a natural phenomenon... I can detect no link between the arachnids and the interference at this time
CSO_Randy says:
:: finally remembers his duties as the CIV speaks::
Dr_Balza says:
@ <Sharon> ::Turns and begins to finish packing up, ignoring the CMO and Balza::
XOMorgan says:
::somewhat disappointed by the answer:: CIV:  Very well, thank you Doctor.
Dr_Lazor says:
@::stands around waiting::
Host Blanca says:
ACTION: An hour goes by, and as predicted by the Captain, the scientists are ready to depart.
OPSBrooks says:
::feels some is staring turns around and see Randy looking at her and smiles back::
CSO_Randy says:
CIV: How are things going now?
COspencer says:
@:;looks around.. all ready:: ALL: Are we ready?
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Walks over to the Captain with the others:: CO: As I'll ever be, Captain.
XOMorgan says:
COM: CO:  We are ready to begin transport on your orders sir.
CIV_Ian says:
CSO: Sensors look good... resolution is up, no significant problems or abnormalities....  interference has been cleared.  Just remember to re-institute the original sensor profile when we leave here
COspencer says:
@ Dr. Balza: Fine... COM XO : We are ready to be beamed up Morgan.. ::smiles at the Drs. Balza & Lazor::
XOMorgan says:
COM CO:  Aye sir.  Beginning beam-up.
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Nods at the Captain, looks around at the planet one last time, and sheds a tear::
OPSBrooks says:
XO: TR is reporting they are ready, sir
COspencer says:
@::puts a hand on Dr. Balza's arm:: Dr. Balza: I am sorry.. ::looks sincere::
Host Blanca says:
ACTION: The AT and the scientists are beamed off Antera IV, as night arrives onto the land and the now abandoned settlement that was the scientists home for the past years.
XOMorgan says:
OPS: Very good. Inform me when transport is completed.
CSO_Randy says:
CIV: Aye sir, reinstate original sensor profiles when we leave.  Will do sir.
Dr_Lazor says:
::looks around at the transporter room, unable to hold back a sigh::
COspencer says:
::steps off the pad:: ALL: We will show you to your guest quarters..
XOMorgan says:
::turns to the FCO::  FCO:  Set course for SB 78.
CNSCook says:
::steps off the pad::
CMO_Loren says:
Dr. Sharon: You will no doubt want to acquaint yourself with our latest medical breakthroughs.
Dr_Balza says:
::Looks around the transporter room in amazement::
Dr_Balza says:
<Sharon> ::Stares ahead:: CMO: Perhaps.
Dr_Lazor says:
::nods and follows::
CSO_Randy says:
:: looks at the sensors consoles and looks at OPS Brooks again, then goes back to work::
Dr_Balza says:
::Mumbles:: It has been 5 years since I was last on a starship...
COspencer says:
*XO* Ready to get on with it Morgan.. set a course and depart the area
XOMorgan says:
<FCO Darnlet>  :Aye sir course set.  Ready to leave orbit on your order.
XOMorgan says:
*CO*:  Aye sir.  FCO:  Engage at Warp 5.
Dr_Balza says:
::Follows the CO as well::
CMO_Loren says:
Sharon: Any time you want to drop by sick bay, you are welcome.
CIV_Ian says:
CSO: Right... me and Tesla are headed for bed... so I will see you later....    and please don't call me sir.  Ian or Doc or McMurdo will do... I am a civilian ::smiles::
XOMorgan says:
<FCO Darnlet>  ::taps a few buttons and watches as Gryphon pulls away from the planet and smoothly accelerates.::
COspencer says:
*XO*: Good..  ::turns to her guests:: If  there anything you require, please contact the ship's yeoman.. he will be at your service during your stay
CSO_Randy says:
CIV: Sorry McMurdo.  Will do have a nice sleep.  :: smiles back::
COspencer says:
::moves with the others out of the transporter room::
CMO_Loren says:
Counselor: I will be returning to sick bay, care to accompany me?
OPSBrooks says:
::sneaks a look towards the CSO while working on the sensor scans::
Dr_Balza says:
::Leaves transporter room, and looks around the corridors::
CSO_Randy says:
:: glances at OPS Brooks again and smiles ::
CNSCook says:
CMO:  I think I can handle that ::follows the CMO::
XOMorgan says:
*CO*:  We are en route to SB 78, ETA about four days.  Minus any delays en route.
COspencer says:
:;points in the direction of the TL::  Dr. Balza & Lazor: This way please
CIV_Ian says:
::heads to TL and off to his quarters... been a long day::
CMO_Loren says:
~CNS: What are your impressions of our guests?~
Dr_Lazor says:
::follows along absentmindedly::
COspencer says:
*XO* Thank you Morgan.. I will be up there shortly
Dr_Balza says:
::Follows the Captain::
CSO_Randy says:
:: re-institutes the original sensor profiles and sends a private message to the OPS station ::
COspencer says:
::enters the TL with the Dr's::
XOMorgan says:
::watches exchange between CSO and OPS, just shakes his head, and clears throat, giving both a stare::
CMO_Loren says:
:: enters sick bay::
Dr_Balza says:
::Enters the turbolift::
OPSBrooks says:
XO: sorry sir.
CIV_Ian says:
::exits TL and goes down the corridor to his quarters::
CNSCook says:
CMO:~I think they would have preferred to stay on the planet, it has been there home for 5 years, but then again they may have family back home, the only problem might be that there family might not want to open old wounds by seeing them again.~
CMO_Loren says:
:: offers CNS a drink ::
CSO_Randy says:
:: looks back at OPS and sees XO.. and quickly goes back to sensors::
COspencer says:
::silence is loud and she clears her throat and looks at them , feeling guilty for taking them from their home::
CNSCook says:
::follows the CMO into sickbay::
Dr_Balza says:
::Glances at the Captain as she clears her throat::
CMO_Loren says:
CNS: Would you care for a drink, counselor?
OPSBrooks says:
::works on those scans some more::
CNSCook says:
CMO:  thanks ::takes the drink::
CNSCook says:
CMO:  Yes, if you don't mind
COspencer says:
Dr. Balza: Sorry.. just thirst  ::glad as the TL opens:: Dr. Balza & Lazor: This way..
Dr_Balza says:
::Follows the Captain out with a slight laugh::
Dr_Lazor says:
::hears nothing, only seeing the others in her mind as she finally relegates them to memory::
CMO_Loren says:
CNS: I am glad we pulled this off with no problem.
CSO_Randy says:
:: checks LRS and SRS while monitoring other systems::
COspencer says:
::moves towards their new quarters:: Drs. Balza & Lazor: you may share.. or ::looks at them:: Both rooms are joined..
Host Blanca says:
<<<<<<<<<END GRYPHON MISSION>>>>>>>>>
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